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Using Localization Data from Image
Interpretations to Improve Estimates
of Performance Accuracy
RICHARD G. SWENSSON, PhD

A recently developed model uses the localization of abnormalities on images to im-
prove statistical precision in measuring detection accuracy Az, the area below an ob-
server’s receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for ratings of sampled normal
and abnormal cases. This study evaluated that improvement by investigating how
much the standard error of estimated Az decreased when the statistical analysis in-
cluded localization data. Comparisons of analyses with vs without localizations were
made for: 1) the estimates of Az from observers’ rating ROC curves for nodular lesions
on clinical chest films and liver CT scans; 2) the probability of correct choices between
paired samples of normal and abnormal cases (equivalent to Az); and 3) the sampling
distributions of Az measured in Monte Carlo simulations of 2,000 independent rating
experiments. Localization information considerably improved the precision of Az esti-

mates, particularly when detection accuracy was low (Az &ap; 0.60). These data provided
roughly the same benefits in estimation precision as would two-to-fourfold increases
in the sizes of both 1) the samples of positive and negative cases and 2) the observer
samples used to estimate Az means. Key words: ROC analysis; LROC; observer per-
formance accuracy; observer vanability; detection; localization; image interpretation.
(Med Decis Making 2000;20:170-185)

Like other information systems intended for deci-
sion makers, medical imaging techniques try to pro-
vide the information that will let physicians perform
diagnostic tasks with the maximum possible accu-
racy. Empirical studies designed to evaluate the rel-
ative effectiveness of several alternative imaging sys-
tems or techniques often compare the diagnostic
performances that result when skilled interpreters
use each system’s images to determine the presence
or absence of specified medical abnormalities. Per-
formance accuracy is typically estimated from the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve mea-
sured when a physician observer tries to differen-
tiate between the test samples of actual normal
and abnormal cases. This ROC curve is the func-

tional relation between the conditional probabilities
of true-positive and false-positive decisions (given
abnormal or normal cases, respectively), that is

mapped out as an observer varies the minimum
likelihood of abnormality required for making a
&dquo;positive&dquo; decision.

Empirical studies typically ask observers to rate
the individual cases for likelihood of abnormality, so
that different ordinal-rating cutoffs will measure
separate operating points on the ROC curve for dis-
tinguishing those abnormal and normal cases. Sta-
tistical analyses can then treat the resulting sets of
categorical-rating data as multinomial frequencies,
and use iterative maximum-likelihood procedures to
estimate the distribution parameters of latent-vari-
able models that specify an observer’s ROC curve
and performance accuracy.1-3 It has become fairly
standard to assume normally-distributed latent var-
iables for the two different types of cases, and to use
the estimated area below the resulting fitted ROC
curve (Az) as an index of performance accuracy. 3
These fitting procedures also obtain variances and
covariances for the model’s estimated parameters,
which can then provide standard errors for quan-
tities (such as Az) that are functions of those fitted

parameters. This permits statistical tests for differ-
ences in the values of Az estimated from different
conditions of interpretation (e.g., alternative imaging
or display techniques).
Although the generality of this ROC formulation

gives it a wide applicability, it has some limitations

for medical diagnostic imaging. The ROC formula-
tion considers only the information that an observer
is able to summarize into an overall judgment of
relative likelihood that the given case is abnormal

(rather than normal). This limits the usefulness of
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ROC analysis in complicated diagnostic situations,
such as clinical interpretation of medical images,
where different cases may present diverse types of
abnormal findings whose image locations are gen-
erally unknown. A great deal of valuable diagnostic
information is lost if a physician evaluates only the
posterior likelihood that the image contains a lesion
(at least one, of some type, somewhere), because
such an overall rating ignores the specific location
and/or classification of any suspicious finding(s)
noted in the image. In particular, an ROC analysis
must treat all &dquo;positive&dquo; ratings of the abnormal
cases as &dquo;true-positive&dquo; decisions-even when a

reader has failed to identify (e.g., has incorrectly lo-
cated) the actual lesion on an image.
For diagnostic imaging tasks that present specified

types of lesions whose locations are unknown, a
more complete analysis of detection performance
combines a reader’s overall rating of an image (for
lesion likelihood) with the localization of a suspected
lesion. That information can be used to separate the

true-positive decisions (abnormal cases given posi-
tive ratings) into two mutually exclusive subsets for
each rating category, depending on whether or not
the observer’s first-choice report (of the &dquo;most sus-

picious&dquo; finding) identified the lesion’s actual loca-
tion on the image. This joint-classification scheme
generates a &dquo;localization-response operating char-
acteristic&dquo; (LROC) curve4-6 that plots the jointly clas-
sified proportion of &dquo;true-positive cases with cor-
rectly located lesions&dquo; at each rating cutoff, as a
function of the corresponding false-positive rate

among normal cases.

Despite the intuitive appeal of LROC curves, they
have received only limited consideration in previous
studies of diagnostic imaging,’-11 probably because
no adequate statistical procedure has been available
for fitting an empirical LROC curve from an ob-
server’s categorical-rating data.3 But a recently de-
veloped model for detection and localization of le-
sions has also provided a statistical procedure that
concurrently fits both the observer’s measured ROC
and LROC curves.4 From the added information
about accuracy of lesion localization, this concur-
rent fitting procedure improves the statistical pre-
cision for estimating A,,, the area below the fitted
ROC curve.

OVERVIEW

The first of the following three major sections
presents the theoretical model for detection and
localization with its statistical estimation proce-
dures.41z 13 Separate subsections first outline the

model’s distribution-free assumptions that constrain
the ROC curve to have a &dquo;well behaved&dquo; shape, and
that imply a simple 1:1 relation between areas below

the ROC and the LROC curves. Then follows a de-

scription of the parametric model with its statistical
estimation procedure that assumes normal latent
variables and fits the categorical rating frequencies
subdivided into an observer’s correct and incorrect

localizations for the images containing actual tar-
gets. A final subsection discusses paired-image
choice tasks performed with or without localization.
It derives effective upper bounds for the standard
errors of estimated AZ from the equivalent binomial
probabilities for forced choices between sampled
pairs of normal and abnormal images, performed
either with or without localization of the actual ab-
normalities.

The second major section evaluates how much
localization data might be expected to improve the
statistical estimation of detection accuracy (Az) in

practice, for detection and localization performance
with clinical medical images. The estimates of Az
(and their standard errors) were obtained from ob-

server-performance data collected in several previ-
ous experiments that had studied interpretations of
chest films and liver CT scans containing subtle syn-
thetic nodules. The analyses compare estimates

from the usual fitted ROC formulation with those

obtained from concurrent fits of both the ROC and

the LROC data. To isolate the specific effects pro-
duced by including information about lesion locali-
zation, those estimates are also compared with es-
timates from a third procedure that fitted only the
observer’s ROC data, but used the same constrained
ROC formulation imposed by the detection-and-lo-
calization model.

The third major section reports Monte Carlo stud-
ies performed to verify the accuracy of the standard
errors obtained from maximum-likelihood fits of la-

tent-variable models to categorical ROC or LROC
data (which rely on asymptotic multinomial approx-
imations). These studies used computer simulations
of 2,000 independent Monte Carlo experiments to
obtain sampling distributions for the estimated val-
ues of AZ in conditions that varied both the true
value of Az and the number of ordinal rating cate-
gories. A final general discussion reviews the results
from both clinical-image estimation and the Monte-
Carlo studies, and considers tradeoffs and caveats
for applications of the localization-data methods.

Statistical Model for Concurrent
Detection and Localization

The theoretical model that has been developed to
investigate detection-and-localization performance
assumes that: 1) the observer’s detection response
and first choice of lesion location both depend on
the &dquo;maximally suspicious&dquo; finding on the image; 2)
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FIGURE 1 Theoretical ROC and LROC curves for concurrent

analysis of ratings and localizations. The two specified binormal
parameters are )JL = 1 5 and (J’ = 2 0, which imply the accuracy
indices Az = 0 833, AI R()( = 0 667, and Au = 0 749

the evaluation of a normal finding regarded as the
&dquo;most suspicious&dquo; does not depend on whether or
not a lesion is also present; and 3) a correct locali-
zation of the actual lesion occurs if and only if its
location is regarded as the most suspicious on that
image. Formalizing these three assumptions pro-
vides a distribution-free model that completely spec-
ifies how the measures of detection and localization

performance are related.4 Detection accuracy in this
model is equivalently measured by the area below
the ROC curve (AJ or by the area below the LROC
curve (ALROC) because ALROC = 2 Az - 1 whatever the
distributional forms of the underlying decision var-
iables. Lesion-localization accuracy (ACL) is specified
by the highest (rightmost) point on the LROC curve
(all images treated as &dquo;positive&dquo;), which gives the
probability of a correct localization choice when
the lesion is actually present. These separate mea-
sures of detection-and-localization performance are
closely interrelated; their exact relation is distribu-
tion-specific, but constrained by (ACL )2 ~~ ALROC ACL-
Parametric versions of this model specify both the
ROC and the LROC curves by two free parameters,
which permits maximum-likelihood statistical esti-
mation of these two performance curves from de-
tection-rating and localization-choice data.

THE PARAMETRIC STATISTICAL MODEL

The statistical model for image ratings assumes
that the latent rating variable (v) is determined by

the maximum value from two explicit distributions
of perceptual variables: 1) the most suspicious nor-
mal finding on an entire image (x:); and 2) the par-
ticular image location occupied by an actual target
lesion (t). When the scale of measurement is fixed

by letting x have a zero mean and unit standard de-
viation, the model’s two free parameters are the
mean (jjb) and standard deviation (o’) of t on that as-
sumed underlying scale. Let x and the standardized
variable t’ = [t - IJ.-J/(J&dquo; have the specified probability
densities g(x) and f(t’) with distribution functions
G(Z ) = Prob{x ~ Z} and F([Z - )Jb]/o-) == Prob{f’ ~
[Z - )JL]/o-} at rating threshold Z. The important re-
lations and constraints do not depend on the par-
ticular distributions for G(Z) and F([Z - )JL]/o’), but
the present estimation procedure fits a &dquo;binormal&dquo;

model-assuming that they are both standard-nor-
mal cumulative distribution functions.

For images without lesions, the ordinal rating of
lesion likelihood depends only on the perceived
value from the &dquo;most suspicious&dquo; normal finding on
that image (i.e., v = x:). For images that contain a
single target lesion, however, the maximum of those
two realized values determines the assigned rating
(i.e., v Max[x or t]). This means that a target image
is rated below threshold Z only when both of the
separate values (independently) failed to exceed Z,
so that Prob{Max[x or t] < Z} = Prob{x < Z} X
Prob{t < Z}. The simplest localization model4 as-
sumes that a &dquo;correct localization&dquo; (CL) occurs if

and only if the target location yields the maximum
value (t > x); otherwise, the localization report iden-
tifies some non-target finding on the image (x > t)
and gets scored as incorrect (IL).
The ROC and LROC curves are given by the re-

spective probabilities TP(Z) and CL(Z), each plotted
against the false-positive probability for non-target
images FP(Z), across changes in the detection cri-
terion Z4:

with TP(Z) = CL(Z) + IL(Z). Equations la and lb
specify a constrained formulation of the ROC curve
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that never lets TP(Z) < FP(Z), and that cannot exhibit
an accelerated upward &dquo;hook&dquo; in TP(Z) at higher
values of FP(Z).4 In contrast, an ROC curve fitted by
the usual statistical formulation may exhibit either

of those two undesirable features (and can also yield
Az < 0.50), because the two detection rates at thresh-
old Z are simply defined as

where G(y) and H(y) are specified distribution func-
tions (typically standard normals) with fitted param-
eters A and B.

Figure 1 illustrates the constrained ROC and

LROC curves of equations 1a-1c with a binormal
model (normal distributions for x and t) that has

parameters f.1 = 1.5 and cr = 2.0, and yields the ac-
curacy indices Az = 0.833, ALROC = 0.667, and Ac, =

0.749. [For a binormal model, A~L = CL(Z = -oo) is
given by the area of the standard normal distribu-
tion below the deviate )JL/[o~ + 1]~.] Because those
plotted functions preserve only ordinal relations be-
tween the variables x and t, however, nearly indis-
tinguishable ROC and LROC curves could be gen-
erated from a variety of assumed distributions.
When the two distributions come from the same
scale family (differ only in jjb and a) and a > 1, then
the constrained ROC curve has a non-increasing
slope (a so-called &dquo;proper&dquo; ROC curve)-consistent
with decisions that are based on likelihood-ratio var-
iables.4 For probability calculations on an assumed
underlying continuum, the scale family of normal
distributions provides a familiar and convenient uni-
modal form whose parameters are easy to interpret.

THE FITTING PROCEDURES

Tables 1 and 2 provide examples of the frequency
data fitted by this model, selected to illustrate the
different effects of information about localization

and the differences between a usual binormal fit

and a constrained ROC fit. Table 1 shows one radi-

Table 1 * Selected Illustrative ROC and LROC Data: A Radiologist’s Ratings and Localizations on 92 Liver CT Images
Searched for Hyper-dense Nodules*

*Data from Seltzer et al. 14 (observer 2, bnght nodules, fig. 2B). These ROC and LROC data are shown plotted in figure 2A.
tCL = correctly localized; IL = incorrectly localized.
TFP = false positive; TP = true positive.

Table 2 * Selected Illustrative ROC and LROC Data: A Radiologist’s Ratings and Localizations on 120 Chest Radiographs
Searched for Pulmonary Nodules*

*Data from Swensson (observer 3, condition S1, fig. 3B). These ROC and LROC data are shown plotted in figure 2B.
tCL = correctly localized; IL = incorrectly localized.
tFP = false positive, TP = true positive.
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FIGURE 2. Measured and fitted ROC and LROC curves for the data in tables 1 and 2. Each panel shows three different fits of the
measured ROC and LROC data 1) the usual binormal ROC formulation (thin solid curve), 2) the fitted constrained ROC formulation
with its implied LROC (thin broken curves) and 3) the concurrently fitted ROC and LROC curves (heavy dotted curves)

ologist’s detection ratings and scored localizations
for 92 liver CT images (46 with nodular lesions, 46
without) 14; table 2 shows similar data for 120 chest
radiographs (59 with nodules, 61 without). The
basic data matrix contains the frequencies for im-
ages with and without lesions (distributed across
K ordinal rating categories), but those for the le-

sion images are subdivided into two separate fre-
quencies within each rating category-depending
on whether the actual lesion had been localized cor-

rectly (CL) or incorrectly (IL). The two separate pan-
els in figure 2 each plot the K - 1 measured oper-
ating points on an ROC curve (squares) and the K
measured points on an LROC curve (triangles), the
liver-CT data from table 1 in figure 2A and the chest-
film data from table 2 in figure 2B.
The iterative algorithm for estimating the model’s

K + 1 parameters ()JL and cr, plus K - 1 category
boundaries) starts with a set of crude initial values
and uses an adaptation of the Levenberg-Mar-
quardt method 15 to converge on a solution to the
likelihood equations for the realized data frequen-
cies. This highly robust fitting algorithm is described
more fully elsewhere.4 A recent modification of that
software procedure13 will also fit the model’s con-

strained ROC formulation (equations la and lb) to
the ROC data alone, estimating the same K + 1 pa-
rameters using the summed frequencies of correct
and incorrect localizations (all TP) within each rat-

ing category. Equation lc then predicts the ordinate
of the LROC curve implied by the estimates of ~, and
(T for that fitted ROC curve. The usual binormal ROC
model and analysis 1-3 fits the unconstrained ROC

formulation (equations 2a and 2b) to the same im-
age-rating data, also using K + 1 parameters. To-

gether with the measured ROC and LROC points
from tables 1 and 2, figure 2 plots the curves ob-
tained from three different fits of these categorical
data: 1) the model’s concurrently fitted ROC and
LROC curves (heavy dotted curve); 2) the fitted con-
strained ROC curve with its implied LROC curve
(thin broken curve); and 3) the fitted unconstrained
formulation of the usual binormal ROC curve (thin
solid curve).
For the data shown in figure 2A, the usual binor-

mal analysis fits an unconstrained ROC curve that
rises steeply before flattening, and actually passes
below the diagonal line of chance-level performance
[i.e., TP(Z) = FP(Z)] as it extrapolates and hooks up-
ward. The constrained ROC curve (with a monoton-

ically decreasing slope) fits the measured ROC data
about as well as the usual ROC formulation. That
constrained fit of only the ROC data, however, im-
plies a steeply rising LROC curve that initially over-
estimates the actual measured accuracy of joint de-
tection and localization at low FP(Z), but then
flattens to underestimate it at high FP(Z). Because
the concurrent estimation procedure also fits the
measured LROC data, its estimated LROC curve de-
scribes those data rather well, but its estimated

(constrained) ROC curve increases more gradually
than either of the two fitted ROC curves (usual or

constrained) that ignored the localization data.
For the chest-film data plotted in figure 2B, the

observer appears to have rated too many normal

films as highly likely to contain nodules. The ROC
(and LROC) data measured for higher confidence
ratings-i.e., at lower FP rates-seem to be shifted
rightward almost to the chance-ROC line, so that the
measured ROC data rise substantially above chance
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performance only at the higher FP rates. Conse-
quently, the unconstrained fitted ROC curve has an
initial portion that passes below that chance line be-
fore rising above that line at higher values of FP(Z).
Since the constrained ROC curve cannot fall below

the chance diagonal, its fitted ROC curve follows that
chance line until about FP(Z) = 0.50 and then rises
with the measured TP rates. As shown by the im-
plied LROC curve for this constrained fit, however,
the image ratings that determine the fitted ROC
curve considerably underestimate this observer’s

ability to find and locate the actual nodules on these
chest films. When the concurrent fitting procedure
includes localization data in the analysis, its fitted

ROC and LROC curves represent a compromise be-
tween the two (statistically independent) sources of
information about detection performance. For this
reason, the concurrently fitted ROC curve in figure
2b is higher than the other fits to the rating-ROC
data alone, and these measured localization data

substantially increase the estimated value of AZ.
The use of localization data by the concurrent fit-

ting procedure permits effective estimation with

very few rating categories, and the procedure still

works well with only binary ratings of the individual
images (&dquo;positive&dquo; vs &dquo;negative&dquo; decisions). It can

even estimate the model’s parameters without any
data from normal cases, by using only the ratings for
correct and incorrect localizations of the lesions in

a set of abnormal cases.16 Like the usual statistical
methods for ROC analysis) 1-3 this maximum-likeli-
hood procedure obtains a variance-covariance ma-
trix for the estimated parameters-which can be
used to calculate standard errors for measures of

performance accuracy (e.g., Az, ALROC, and ACL) that
are specified in terms of those estimated parameter
values (see Swensson)4 appendix B). The original
software procedure has been generalized to fit sep-
arate pairs of ROC and LROC curves for each of M
2:: 1 different classes of target images, assuming a
single set of rating-category boundaries for all im-
ages.l2 The current procedure&dquo; can be used to fit

incomplete data, without localizations available for
ratings in some (or all) of the ordinal categories, and
one can also specify a non-zero prior probability
that any reported non-target finding gets (errone-
ously) scored as a &dquo;correct localization&dquo; of the actual
target. [This current software now runs on a PC with
Windows 95 or NT, and is available from the author
on request.]

PAIRED-IMAGE CHOICES WITH AND WITHOUT

LOCALIZATION

Choice tasks that are defined for pairs of sampled
images offer probabilistic interpretations for the ac-
curacy indices Az and ALROC- They also provide sim-

ple a priori calculations to approximate the standard
errors of those estimated indices, which can then

predict the statistical power and required sample
sizes for proposed experiments. A well-known dis-
tribution-free theorem 17 equates the area below an
ROC curve (A) with P CJ the probability of correctly
identifying the abnormal image in a choice between
paired samples of the normal and abnormal images.
When Az is estimated from the value of Pc in such
an image-choice task, it then has a binomial stan-
dard error:

where N is the number of choice pairs (2N images,
N normal and N abnormal). As has been pointed out
by Hanley and McNeil)18 however, the binomial value
in equation 3 is considerably larger (by nearly B/2)
than the standard error obtained when A, is esti-
mated from the area under an ROC curve generated
by continuous ratings of 2N separate images (N nor-
mal and N abnormal).

In this same context of paired-image choice tasks,
the localization model assumes that an observer’s
choice of the &dquo;most likely&dquo; lesion location would al-
ways identify the single maximally suspicious finding
encountered on both of the two images presented
in a given pair. The model represents this choice as
being determined by the maximum value from three
independently sampled variables: 1) t for the actual

lesion location, 2) xa for the most suspicious normal
finding on the abnormal image, and 3) }en for the
most suspicious finding on the normal image. The
outcome t > Lxa or }en] leads to correct choices for
both the abnormal image and the lesion’s actual lo-
cation (choice C&CL). The outcome xa > [t or }en]
also yields a correct choice of the abnormal image,
but an incorrect localization of the lesion (choice
C&IL). Thus Po the probability of choosing the cor-
rect image, is given by the sum of those two choice
probabilities PC&CL + ~c&jL The remaining out-

come, x&dquo; > [t or }en]) leads to an incorrect choice of
the normal image for a given pair (as well as to an
incorrect localization), with probability 1 - Pc.
Because the localization model assumes that xa

and x&dquo; have identical probability distributions, the
value of PC&CL also specifies the other two choice
probabilities: 1 - Pc = P~ = (1 - PC&CL)/2. This
constraint implies that Pc == PC&CL + PC&IL = 0.5 +

0.5Pc&cL These equivalence relations between the
measures of performance accuracy from rating and
forced-choice tasks-i.e., Pc = Az, PC&CL = ALROC and

A, = 0.5 + 0.5ALROC-are free of any specific distri-
butional forms assumed for the underlying decision
variables.4

In paired-image tasks that require localization
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choices, these relations mean that Pc&cL gives a bi-
nomial estimate for the value of ALROC) and that the
function 0.5 + 0.5Pc~c, then estimates AZ. The prop-
agated standard error of this derived binomial esti-
mate is:

where N is the number of image pairs (2N separate
images). Because this choice-task approximation for
se(Aj includes no information about likelihood rat-

ings for the individual images, however, it (like equa-
tion 3) should overestimate the standard error that
the concurrent analysis estimates for A, = 0.5 +

O.5ALROC from ROC and LROC curves fitted to both
localizations and ratings for N normal and N ab-
normal images.

Detection and Localization in Clinical
Medical Images
This study compares the estimates of Az and se{Az)

obtained by applying different procedures to fit the
performance data from observers’ interpretations of
clinical images for the likelihood and locations of
nodular lesions. The major purpose was to deter-
mine how much the concurrent fitting of LROC and
ROC curves might improve the precision of esti-
mated Az (and its consistency within and between
observers), compared with the estimates from a

usual ROC fit. By fitting the constrained ROC curve
to each set of image-rating data, it was possible to
distinguish the systematic effects produced by this
model’s constrained ROC formulation from the sta-

tistical effects produced by adding information

about an observer’s accuracy in localization.

METHODS

Sets of observer-performance data were obtained
from two previous studies that measured both de-
tection ratings and image localizations using syn-
thetic lesions that had been placed on normal
clinical images, either liver CT images14 or chest
radiographs.19 The observers in those experiments
were asked to search the images for nodular lesions,
and to identify at least one possibly-suspicious lo-
cation on every image (rating its likelihood as a nod-
ule)-even for images regarded as normal. Six ra-
diologists in the chest-film study 19 each interpreted
120 PA chest radiographs (60 normal, 60 containing
subtle solitary nodules), and four of these observers
also later replicated this interpretation task, provid-
ing a total of ten separate sets of performance
data. 4,19

In the study of liver CT images) 14 both radiologist
and non-radiologist observers searched a set of 92
CT images (46 without lesions, and 46 with a subtle
synthetic hepatic nodule), for hyper-dense (bright)
nodules in one condition and for hypo-dense (dark)
nodules in another. These two conditions manipu-
lated the difficulty of the required detection task. Be-
cause the liver CT images had been obtained from
clinical CT examinations performed without the use
of intravenous contrast material, the liver areas also
contained varying numbers of normal hypo-dense
structures (hepatic vessels) that were easily confused
with the dark nodules-but not confused with

bright nodules. There were 30 separate sets of these
performance data, ten sets from five observers who
performed both search conditions once and 20 sets
from five other observers who performed both
search conditions twice.

The data analyses applied three different fitting
procedures to each of the 40 sets of performance
data obtained from both studies. In addition to the

concurrent binormal analysis of both ratings and lo-
calizations) which fitted both the ROC and the
LROC curves using equations la-1c, two other pro-
cedures ignored the localization data and consid-
ered only the ratings given to normal and abnormal
images. One procedure13 fitted the binormal con-
strained formulation of the ROC curve (equations la
and lb) and the other procedure&dquo; fitted the usual
binormal ROC formulation (equations 2a and 2b).

In addition to comparing the separate estimates
of AZ and se{Az) for these three fitting procedures,
the analysis also compared the consistency of the
different AZ estimates, both within and between ob-
servers. Pairs of replicated interpretations of the
same detection task were obtained from four indi-
vidual observers in the chest-film study and from
five observers in the liver-CT study (both bright-nod-
ule and dark-nodule detection tasks). The intraob-
server variability of each procedure’s estimates of Az
was measured from the difference between an ob-
server’s separate AZ values in the two independent
replications of a given study and condition, calcu-
lated as the &dquo;root mean squared&dquo; (RMS) value of
those differences across observers. These measured

values (combined across study conditions for im-
proved stability) estimate the intraobserver standard
error of differences between the paired A, estimates
obtained when individual observers reinterpreted
the same image samples.
The interobserver variability was measured from

the variance of each procedure’s estimates of A,
across all the different observers within a given
study condition and replication. Variance estimates
between observers in the two separate replications
of each condition were weighted by their degrees of
freedom (df) and combined, with df = N - 1 for the
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FIGURE 3. Scatterplots for estimates of A,
from fitted sets of chest and liver-CT data.

The values of AZ estimated by fitting the con-
strained ROC curve (solid points) and by con-
currently fitting the ROC and LROC curves
(open points) are each plotted against their
corresponding values of AZ obtained by fitting
the usual binormal ROC formulation

total number of different observers. Those estimates

were also combined across the conditions for in-
creased stability. The square root of twice this

interobserver variance provides an estimate of the
standard error for differences between pairs of A,
estimates obtained when the same image samples
are interpreted by two different observers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows scatterplots that compare esti-

mates of AZ obtained from the three different fits to
all 40 sets of performance data, both for chest films
(squares) and for liver-CT images (triangles). The val-
ues of Az from fits of the constrained ROC formu-
lation (solid points) and from the concurrent fits of
ROC and LROC data (open points) are shown plotted
against A, obtained by fitting the usual (uncon-
strained) binormal formulation of the ROC curve.
For most of these 40 separate data sets, figure 3
shows that the usual and constrained ROC fits pro-
duced nearly identical estimates of Az (close to the
identity line), but the usual (unconstrained) fit ob-

tained Az < 0.50 for five sets of data from the difficult

(dark-nodule) detection task with liver CT images.
Those same five sets of performance data produced
the minimum possible estimate (Az = 0.50) for the
constrained ROC formulation.

Figure 3 shows that the values of Az estimated
from concurrent fits of both ratings and localiza-
tions often differed from those obtained by fitting
only the rating-ROC data-as would be expected if
these localizations added statistically independent
information about an observer’s actual detection ca-

pability within that study condition. The information
from localization choices tended to increase the es-

timated values of Az for most sets of data at lower

levels of performance accuracy (mainly with dark
nodules on liver CT images), compared with A, val-
ues from the fitted constrained ROC curves. As dis-
cussed in the original study/4 observers could cor-
rectly localize a substantial fraction of these dark
hepatic nodules (mean 24%), despite assigning sim-
ilar ratings of nodule likelihood to the CT images
both with and without actual nodules (mean Az =

0.57).

Figure 4 plots se(AZ) against the estimated A, ob-
tained from each of the three fitting procedures, the
chest-film data on the left (fig. 4A) and the liver-CT
data on the right (fig. 4B). Not surprisingly, the es-
timates of Az were considerably more precise-i.e.,
se(Az) was smaller-when the statistical analysis in-
cluded information from the observer’s localization
choices. This was particularly true for the perfor-
mances at lower accuracy levels. Consistent with

that result, figure 4 suggests that the concurrent fits
may also estimate values of A, that vary less across
different sets of data than do those obtained from

fitting the rating-ROC data alone, particularly at

lower values for Az. [The constrained-ROC estimates

plotted at Az = 0.5 and se(Az) = 0 in figure 4B rep-
resent the minimum possible &dquo;default values&dquo; ob-
tained from five sets of performance data, for which
the usual procedure had fitted binormal ROC curves
with A, < 0.5.] ]
The procedures that fit ROC data (without locali-

zations) use the rating information about individual
images to achieve substantially smaller values of
se(Az)-for both the usual and the constrained for-
mulations-than the values equation 3 calculates
from the (binomial) proportion of correct choices in
a paired-image choice task (heavy dotted curves in
figures 4A and 4B). For the usual ROC formulation,
the functional relations in figures 4A and 4B (be-
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FIGURE 4 Standard errors for the estimates of AZ plotted against their estimated values Separate panels present results for A, ten sets
of data on 120 chest films’9, and B, 30 sets of data on 92 liver CT images 14 The square data points show values obtained from fitting
the ROC data only (without localizations), either by the usual binormal formulation (open squares) or by the constrained ROC for-
mulation (filled squares). The open diamond-shaped points show values from concurrent fits of both the ROC and the LROC data
Heavy solid and dotted lines show the functional relations from equations 4 and 3, respectively, for the expected binomial estimates
of Az in paired-image choices made either with or without localizations The thinner curves show two approximations for seMz) vs A,
estimated by standard ROC analysis (given in the appendix); the solid curve (using equation A4) is a lower bound for the binormal
model when the parameter B = 0 5, and the dotted curve (equation A6) assumes negative-exponential forms for the decision variables

tween most estimates of A, and their standard er-
rors) are reasonably approximated by several differ-
ent calculations (described in the appendix), one
suggested by Hanley and McNeills for negative-ex-
ponential decision variables and one for the usual
binormal model with scale parameter B = 0.5.
When the analysis that estimated Az also included

localization data, however, there was somewhat less
statistical benefit in also measuring observers’ rat-
ings for those individual normal and abnormal im-
ages. Figures 4a and 4b show that estimates of se(Aj
obtained from the concurrent analysis of detection
ratings and localizations were only slightly smaller
than those equation 4 would give for a paired-image
localization-choice task with the same numbers of
normal and abnormal images (heavy solid curves).
Although the localization data substantially im-

proved the statistical precision for estimates of Az)
most of that benefit apparently could have been re-
alized simply by measuring the fraction of image
pairs on which the observer’s &dquo;first choice&dquo; of lesion
location correctly identified both the abnormal im-
age and the nodule’s location within it.

Figure 5 plots the relative precision (squared ratio
of standard errors) for estimates of Az obtained with
vs without the use of localization data, as a function
of their mean estimated values. Since this compar-
ison of measured ratios does not depend on the case
sample sizes (which scale both numerators and de-
nominators), figure 5 combines the results from
both chest-radiograph and liver-CT studies. When

the data analysis included localizations, figure 5
shows that the precision for estimating detection ac-
curacy improved by a factor that grew from about
2 to 4 as Az decreased from about 0.85 to 0.60. [A

single exception was the fitted chest data plotted in
figure 2B; the fitted constrained ROC shows nearly
the same se(Az) as its concurrent fit in figure 4A.]
Because an observer will correctly localize only
about 25-35% of the abnormal findings when A, -
0.60, this probably represents a minimum practical
value for most image-interpretation studies.

Since the statistical precision scales in proportion
to the sample size, figure 5 suggests that a concur-
rent analysis of image ratings and localizations can
be expected to improve statistical estimates of de-
tection accuracy by roughly the same amount as a
two-to-fourfold increase in the case sample sizes for
image-interpretation studies. The solid curve in fig-
ure 5 shows how that squared standard-error ratio
varies with estimated ~ for the relative binomial cal-
culations given in equations 3 and 4, which make
no use of any image ratings. Localization data pro-
vide an even greater statistical benefit for estimating
lesion detectability in choice tasks that simply ask
observers to indicate which of two sampled images
is abnormal (and then to indicate the lesion’s most

likely location), without rating any of the individual
images for relative likelihood of abnormality.

If localization data contribute additional evidence

about the actual detection capability within a given
detection task, however, then a concurrent fitting
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procedure should estimate values of A, that are
more consistent-both between and within observ-
ers-than those obtained by fitting ROC curves to
the image ratings alone. Table 3 presents the inter-
observer variability, as measured by 1/2 times the
interobserver standard deviation in each fitting pro-
cedure’s estimates of Az within each condition. This
estimates the standard error of a difference between

Az values for a given procedure’s fits of data from
two different readers of the same case samples in
the same condition. That standard error would de-
termine the denominator of a t test for a difference
in mean Az between two conditions in which inde-

pendent samples of observers interpreted the same
cases.

Table 3 shows that the interobserver variability in
Az within conditions was consistently smaller for val-
ues estimated by the concurrent fitting procedure
(which included localizations) than for those esti-
mated from either the usual or constrained fits of
the ROC data alone. The two rightmost columns in
table 3 present ratios of the standard deviations for
the two fitted ROC formulations to those measured
for the concurrent fits with localizations. These rel-

ative values suggest that, for a given difference in
mean Az, the improved estimation consistency af-
forded by localization data could increase the test
statistic in a t-test between independent groups of
readers by more than a factor of 1.5. This is equiv-
alent to the effect of multiplying the number of ob-
servers within each group by more than a factor of
(1.5)~ = 2.25.
Table 4 presents values of the intraobserver vari-

ability, as measured by the RMS values for differ-
ences in each procedure’s estimates of Az between
two replicated interpretations of the same cases by
the same individual observers within a given con-
dition. As would be expected, these values in table
4 are generally smaller than those for the interob-
server variability in table 3-despite the instability

FIGURE 5 The benefit in statistical efficiency for estimated area
below the ROC curve afforded by a concurrent analysis that in-
cludes localization data The squared ratio of seMJ, from a fit
of the ROC data (without localizations) to se(Az) from the con-
current fit (with localizations), has been plotted against the mean
value of their two separate Az estimates for all the individual sets
of chest-film and liver-CT data shown in figures 4A and 4B Open
points show the comparison with estimates for the usual ROC
formulation; solid points show comparisons with those for the
constrained ROC formulation. This squared ratio does not de-
pend on how many sampled cases are used to estimate AZ, which
equally scales the values of both its numerator and its denomi-
nator It measures the statistical benefit of the concurrent (ROC
and LROC) fitting procedure as the relative increase in case sam-
ple sizes that would be required to estimate Az with an equiva-
lent precision by fitting the ROC data alone (without localiza-
tions). The solid line shows the squared ratios of values given by
equation 3 and equation 4 for paired-image choices that have
the same values of Az = Pc but are made either with or without
forced localization of the detected target on each image.

Table 3 ’ Interobserver Variability: Standard Errors of Differences in the A, Values from Different Observers* for the Three
Fitting Procedures

*Estimated as B/2 times the interobserver standard deviation of Az for the six or ten different observers within each condition, with 5 or 9 degrees
of freedom (df). (Vanance estimates from two replications were weighted by their separate dfs )

tRatio of the interobserver standard deviations in Az for estimates by the usual or constrained ROC fits to those for Az estimated by concurrent fits
with localizations.

$Square root of the weighted mean-squared values across the study conditions.
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Table 4 * Intraobserver Vanability: Standard Error of Paired-Az Differences in an Observer’s Replicated Interpretations for the
Three Fitting Procedures*

* Estimated as the root mean-squared (RMS) average of differences in the paired Az estimates from replicated interpretations by four or five observers
within each condition.

1-Ratio of the RMS values for intraobserver differences in Az estimated by the usual or constrained ROC fits to those estimated by the concurrent fit
with localization data.

weighted RMS average across the three study conditions.

in estimates from these small observer samples.
Moreover, table 4 shows that the concurrent esti-

mation procedure with localizations reduced the
standard errors of intraobserver differences in A,
even more than it decreased those for the interob-

server differences. These intraobserver standard er-

rors of A, differences for the concurrent fitting pro-
cedure were only about half as large as those from
the two procedures for fitting ROC curves. This sug-
gests that for paired-reader t-tests of differences in
A, between two conditions measuring localization
data might improve the statistical power by as much
as using four times the number of readers who do
not localize lesions in those conditions.

Simulation Studies of Detection Models

The standard-error results shown in figures 4 and
5 present statistical calculations for the maximum-
likelihood estimates of Az) which rely on the validity
of asymptotic multinomial approximations for these
relatively small case samples.’O,&dquo; Other theoretical
calculations for ROC data and for choice tasks sup-

port those approximations, however, as well as the
benefits of including localization information. Nev-
ertheless, it is prudent to seek additional validation
of these results-particularly in smaller samples of
cases-by using Monte Carlo simulation to generate
actual sampling distributions for estimates of AZ.
Since the actual values of A, are always specified in
the simulation, these sampling distributions will also
measure any bias in the values of A, estimated by
the concurrent fitting procedure.

MONTE CARLO METHODS

For the sampling distributions of Az estimated
without using localization data (by a usual ROC anal-

ysis), results were selected from previous Monte

Carlo simulations of 2,000 data sets reported by
Obuchowski.22 In those selected data, the ratings for
N normal and N abnormal images (N = 25 or 100)
had been represented by samples from normal dis-
tributions with different means but equal variances,
partitioned into K = 3, 5, 7, or 10 ordinal categories.
Obuchowski22 applied the usual ROC analysis 1 to
each set of 2K simulated rating frequencies, esti-

mating two binormal parameters that were then
used to calculate AZ. In order to evaluate how the

precision of such estimates depends on the degree
of categorization, standard deviations of the A, sam-
pling distributions obtained using different values
for K can be compared with the lower bounds on
the standard error for estimates of Az that are based
on sufficient statistics from samples of continuous
normal variables. The appendix derives that result
for the general case of two binormal parameters
and unequal image sample sizes.
For the sampling distributions of Az estimated with

localization data, the parametric distributions as-
sumed by the concurrent statistical analysis were
used to generate simulated ratings for samples of N
target images and N non-target images within vari-
ous conditions. These sets of data were then fitted

by the concurrent (rating and localization) proce-
dure to obtain sampling distributions for the esti-
mated values of AZ. Images that contained targets
were represented by taking the maximum value of
independent samples from two normal distributions
with unit variance but different means, /-LN for the

&dquo;most suspicious&dquo; non-target location on the image
and /-LT for the target location. The localization

choice was assumed to be made correctly if the

maximum sampled value had come from the distri-
bution with mean [L, and incorrectly if it were

drawn from the distribution with mean )JL~,. Images
without targets were represented by a single sample
from a normal distribution with unit variance and
mean jjL~,.
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The sampled (maximum) variable for each image
was classified into one of K ordinal categories, using
K - 1 predetermined cutoff values that equated the
expected marginal frequencies (summed over both
types of images) to 2N/K across all the separate cat-
egories. Separate Monte Carlo conditions varied A,
by changing )JL~ &horbar; /-Á’N) and they also varied both the
number of rating categories (K = 2, 3, 6, or 10) and
the case-sample sizes (N = 25 or 100). The sampling
distribution for each separate condition summa-
rized the fitted categorical data from 2,000 indepen-
dent sets of 2N simulated images.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 6 shows the sample standard deviations for
estimated values of Az within each condition, plotted
against the actual A, specified by the simulation pa-
rameters. Separate panels in figure 6 present the
data from conditions that simulated either the

smaller image samples (fig. 6A, N = 25) or the larger
(fig. 6B, N = 100). Since these Monte Carlo simula-
tion results in figure 6 are quite similar to those pre-
sented in figure 4, they support the validity of using
the asymptotic se(Az) calculations for maximum-like-
lihood estimates of observer performance, even the
estimates based on relatively small samples of clin-
ical images. Given the &dquo;well-spaced&dquo; ordinal cate-

gories that were used in these data simulations, fig-
ures 6A and 6B also show that the number of those

rating categories had relatively little effect on the

sampling variability for fitted values of ~&horbar;except
when K was at the minimum number of categories
needed for estimation (K > 2 with localization data,
K ~ 3 without). Once K 5, the sample standard
deviations of Az that Obuchowski 12 reported for stan-
dard ROC analysis were essentially at the lower

bounds on se{Az) for samples of continuous binor-
mal decision variables with equal variance (dotted
curves in figures 6A and 6B).

Figure 7 presents the mean values of estimated A,
in these conditions for the 2,000 samples of sizes N
= 25 or 50, plotted against the number of rating
categories (K). The horizontal lines indicate the dif-
ferent values of A_, specified in the simulation (0.75
to 0.95 in figure 7A, and 0.55 to 0.75 in figure 7B ),
with vertical bars showing deviations of ± 0.01 and
± 0.005. The measured biases in AZ tended to be

positive but were generally quite small, even for
small samples (N = 25) and very few rating catego-
ries (K = 2 or 3). Of course, any constant biases in
these absolute estimates of A, would not affect the

comparisons of differences in the A, estimates be-
tween conditions, which is the usual concern of

studies that measure observer performance with
medical images.

FIGURE 6. Standard deviations of estimated A, in sampling distributions for 2,000 Monte Carlo data sets, plotted as functions of AZ.
Panels A and B present the separate results for sample sizes N = 25 and N = 100. Data points with different shapes are used for
conditions with different values of K, the number of simulated rating categories. Open points show Monte Carlo simulations of rating
and localization data fitted using the concurrent statistical analysis; solid points show selected results previously reported by Obu-
chowskf for Monte Carlo simulations that modeled and fit the usual binormal ROC formulation. Solid curves show the functional
relations given by equations 3 and 4 for paired-image choice estimates of AZ and se{Az) made with or without localizations
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FIGURE 7. Bias in estimates of AZ from
concurrent fits of Monte Carlo rating
and localization data. The mean values

of A, from 2,000 independent sets of
Monte Carlo samples of sizes N = 25
(open points) or N = 100 (solid points)
are plotted against the number of sim-
ulated rating categories (K = 2, 3, 6, or
10). Solid horizontal lines show the

specified values of Az, higher values in
figure 7A (left panel) and lower values
in figure 7B (right panel), together with
vertical bars that indicate deviations of
± 0.01 (at the left) and ± 0 005 (at the

right).

General Discussion

STATISTICAL BENEFITS OF LOCALIZATION DATA

The present results suggest that a concurrent sta-
tistical analysis-which combines information from
both lesion-likelihood ratings of images and lesion
localizations on those images-can provide a highly
efficient tool for measuring observer performance
accuracy in diagnostic image interpretations. Three
separate lines of evidence indicate that observer de-
tection accuracy is estimated with considerably im-
proved precision by concurrent statistical analysis of
an observer’s image ratings and first-choice locali-
zations of the lesions, compared with estimates
based on analysis of the rating-ROC data alone. Us-
ing this concurrent fitting procedure to estimate the
accuracy index A, produced substantially smaller
standard errors for 1) the maximum-likelihood fits
of actual observer-performance data; 2) sampling
distributions of Az from Monte Carlo simulations of

rating and localization experiments; and 3) bound
approximations for the functional relations between
se(A,) and Az from paired-image choice tasks. The
information from localization data has its greatest
statistical benefits when performance accuracy is
low enough that observers would fail to identify
many of the actual lesions with their first-choice lo-
calizations on the images.

In addition to offering the equivalent of larger case
samples, a concurrent analysis of rating data with
localizations provides greater consistency among
the estimates of detection performance; it substan-

tially decreased both the interobserver and the in-
traobserver variability in estimates of AZ. The confi-
dence interval for a difference in a given observer’s
Az between two separate conditions would be only
about half as wide when estimated by the concur-
rent fitting procedure using localization data. Con-
fidence intervals on the mean Az for a group of ob-
servers would also be considerably smaller than
those obtained from analyses of the observers’ ROC
data alone. Although tables 3 and 4 present data for
relatively small numbers of observers, similar de-
creases in interobserver and intraobserver variabil-

ity have also been demonstrated in our other stud-
ies 13 of ratings and localizations for actual nodules
in clinical images.
Depending on the level of observer performance,

localization data could substantially increase the sta-
tistical power of tests for differences in performance
accuracy between conditions of an experiment. Al-
ternatively, localization data could be used to reduce
the large sample sizes of cases and observers often
needed for adequate statistical comparisons in med-
ical imaging studies. The magnitude of those statis-
tical benefits depends on Az) becoming considerably
greater as the accuracy of observer performance de-
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clines. For the levels of A, found in most practical
image-interpretation studies, however, localization
data should provide roughly the same quantitative
benefit as a two-to-fourfold increase in the sample
sizes, both for observers and for the positive and
negative cases.
A priori calculations of se(Az) are useful in plan-

ning the case-sample sizes a proposed observer-per-
formance study will need to yield adequate statistical
tests of its hypotheses. For a standard ROC analysis
without localization data, several different calcula-
tions (given in the appendix) seem to provide rea-
sonable approximations of se{Az) for the case-sam-
ple sizes. In the context of a concurrent statistical
analysis that uses both the image ratings and local-
izations, equation 4 gives a simple conservative ap-
proximation (using binomial calculations on paired-
image choices) that will tend to overestimate the
value of se{Az) for the case samples.

CAVEATS ABOUT THE USE OF LOCALIZATION DATA

Along with the statistical benefits of localizations
do come some additional methodologic costs, how-
ever, because an investigator must be able to score
those reports as &dquo;correct&dquo; or &dquo;incorrect&dquo; localiza-

tions of the actual targets. This requires an investi-
gator to: 1) establish the &dquo;true&dquo; image location for
each abnormality; 2) record the observers’ (first-
choice) localization reports for every image; and 3)
implement an adequate decision rule for scoring
these reports. In most clinical imaging contexts,
however, the same &dquo;gold standard&dquo; that determines
the actual presence of a given localized abnormality
in a particular case could also be used to verify the
specific location of that same abnormal finding on
the radiologic image(s).
The concurrent analysis and fitting procedure

has been modified to accommodate considerable

amounts of imprecision in an observer’s localiza-
tions on the images, which leads to errors in scoring
the reports of normal findings as correct localiza-
tions of the actual targets.13 This modification as-
sumes a &dquo;generous&dquo; scoring procedure that lets the
reports of normal findings have some probability of
being mistaken for &dquo;correct localizations,&dquo; but pre-
sumes that the reports of actual targets never get
erroneously scored as &dquo;incorrect localizations.&dquo; It

requires some reasonable a priori way to estimate
or specify the probability that a reported normal
finding will be scored as a correct localization &dquo;by
chance.&dquo; Moreover, just as ROC fitting procedures
are very sensitive to any experimental errors that
(falsely) record highly confident positive ratings for
normal images, this concurrent fitting procedure is
quite sensitive to recording errors that produce in-
correct localizations for similar high-confidence re-

ports made for the abnormal images.
A key assumption of the analysis that combines

the image ratings with localizations is that the dis-
tributions of the image’s &dquo;most suspicious&dquo; normal
finding are the same (across samples from the pop-
ulation of cases), whether or not an actual target
lesion is also present on the image. Essentially, this
assumes that only the (local) presence of the actual
target lesions, themselves, serves to distinguish be-
tween the two samples of normal and abnormal im-
ages. That assumption may be reasonable in many
prospective clinical investigations, or in studies us-
ing random samples of the normal and abnormal
cases from a series of consecutive clinical patients.
But many investigations study retrospective samples
of clinical images in which the abnormal cases have
been selected using criteria that are quite different
from those used to sample the normal (control)
cases. Such asymmetries in the sampling criteria are
often regarded as relatively unimportant when the
primary goal of the investigation is to compare dif-
ferences between observers’ detection perform-
ances in two or more imaging conditions, rather
than to estimate an absolute level of detection per-
formance in the population of cases.
When the normal and abnormal cases are se-

lected by applying different criteria, however, one
may easily obtain normal samples whose maximally
suspicious findings differ systematically from the
most suspicious normal findings on the selected ab-
normal images. For example, one investigator may
wish to assure the absence of abnormality by se-
lecting only normal cases that are completely free of
any imaging ambiguities, while another investigator
may try to create more challenging detection prob-
lems by including many normal cases that contain
imaging artifacts or ambiguous superimposed anat-
omy. In those situations, it might be unreasonable
to expect that the most suspicious normal findings
on images will have identical distributions for both
the positive and the negative cases. Fortunately, one
can test whether or not this assumption of identical
distributions is tenable, as discussed below.

It is possible to get two statistically independent
sets of estimates for the model’s parameters. One
set of estimates can be obtained by fitting the con-
strained ROC curve (from equations la and lb) to
the rating frequencies for normal and abnormal im-
ages, which then measures how accurately those
ratings could be used to distinguish between the two
different types of images. Another, independent, set
of estimates can be obtained (from equations lc and
ld) by fitting the ratings of correct and incorrect
localizations on only those images that contained ac-
tual targets. 16 (To apply this fitting procedure, the
user simply enters zero frequencies for the non-tar-
get images in all K rating categories.) That data fit
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measures how accurately the confidence ratings
could be used to distinguish between the localiza-
tion choices that had correctly identified the actual
target locations and those that had, instead, incor-

rectly identified the location of some normal finding
on the image.
Those two separate fits would provide indepen-

dent estimates of the model’s distribution param-
eters, )JL and a-and hence two independent esti-
mates of the accuracy indices A, or ACLJ together
with their standard errors. When estimates based

only on the ROC curves do not differ significantly or
systematically from those based only on the correct
and incorrect localizations (e.g., across a sample
of observers), then one can simply apply the con-
current fitting procedure to obtain estimates with
improved precision. [A statistical procedure devel-
oped by Metz and KronmanZ3 tests the null hypoth-
esis that two ROC curves fitted for independent
cases represent samples from identical distribu-

tions of the latent variable. That same procedure
can also be used to test whether the two indepen-
dent maximum-likelihood estimates for this model’s

parameters )JL and a (from constrained ROC or

correct/incorrect localizations) represent identical

underlying distributions.] If there are systematic dif-
ferences between these two sets of estimates, how-

ever, then they provide complementary measure-
ments of performance accuracy. To the extent that
their separate sampling errors arise from indepen-
dent sources, a mean index that is based on both

sets of estimates could then provide an improved
summary measure of the observer’s performance
accuracy.
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